Are permissions for figure reuse required?

*Guidelines for reuse of content in ASBMB journals*

Don’t know if you need to get permissions to include figures, graphs, or tables in your article? This chart will help you figure it out.

- **Is this figure/table/graph unpublished and did the authors create it?**
  - **YES**
    - **Was this figure/table/graph the authors are reusing previously published in an ASBMB article?**
      - **NO**
        - No permission needed
      - **YES**
        - No permission needed*
  - **NO**
    - **Was this figure/table/graph distributed under the CC-BY (Creative Commons Attribution) license?**
      - **NO**
        - No permission needed*
      - **YES**
        - Are the authors the creators of this previously published figure/table/graph?
          - **YES**
            - The authors need permission. They should go to the article containing the original content, find the “permissions” link, and proceed from there.* See more information below.
          - **NO**
            - The authors may need permission. They should go to the article containing the original content, find the “permissions” link, and proceed from there.* See more information below.

*While permission may or may not be required, the content must be acknowledged correctly.*

If permission is required, or you’re uncertain whether permission is required, you must confirm with the copyright-holder that you may re-use the content. Navigate to the journal site and find the article containing the content you wish to re-use. From the article page, look for a button regarding permissions. Journal sites use different terminology for this button; here are some common ones: © Request Permissions, © Rights and Permissions, Get rights and content. Once you have clicked the button, you should be directed to the publisher’s method for acquiring permissions.

Acknowledgment requirements are different for different copyright holders and licenses. The CC (Creative Commons) licenses include specific instructions for attribution. If you attain permission through the CCC (Copyright Clearance Center) the terms in their license will include the required language for the acknowledgment. Some publishers’ sites also include this information; for an example, please see the JBC editorial policy’s copyright section:

http://www.jbc.org/site/misc/edpolicy.xhtml#copyright